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State Enforces
Council Sets Deatis or
FRY.tion
New Liquor Law Student Judicial
College Canipuses
To Be Affected
A drastically changed and powerful new California state liquor
law, enacted to crack down on the
drinking of minors, went into
effect last Saturday, according to
the local State Board of Equalization.
San Jose State college student.
Under 21 will find that this new
act effects them in two ways.
First, the campus minor will
discover it is now a misdemeanor
to present any identification card
which is false or not his own in
an attempt to buy or be served
alcoholic beverages.
Second, the new law states that
any person under the age of 21
who has any alcoholic beverages
in his possession on any street or
highway or in a public place is
guilty of a misdemeanor.
This all means that a prohibition
for minors is now strictly in effect
in the State of California and the
punishments for violations are
heavy. The fine for such a violation could total $500 and put the
guilty minor in the county jail
for six months.
Previously, according to Section
61. officers of the State Board of
Equalization could only arrest a
minor if he or she consumed any
liquor in any on-sale premises or
bought alcoholic beverages in such
a place.
Dean of Men Stanley C. Benz
warns students to "abide by the
law" and "obey all regulations as
the college officials are interested
in the students’ welfare."
tcd
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BenzWarns lA Students
To See Registrar Soon

No. 3

Bob Skillicorn

For

!Post

Apple Mien tot th. poeition
of Chief Justice of the student
t ’our* will be accepted until
Wednesday. it uas decided titiani 44444 11,1) by numbers of thr Mu .tent t ouned at their first MIA
ing of the quarter last Wtsintsda.
A
st talent holding an Vcardss ho has been nrolled
he
college for at least a par and has
at least a "fl- a% crags. Is eligible
to file

Dean of Men Stanley C. Benz quest. This must be done by octoannounced today that any student her 20 President Ilarry S Truman
who is presently classified IA by
signed ne w draft regulations
Apply It letter
his draft- board and has never
Wednesday making a half million
Application should be made by
sought a deferment previously childless married men eligible for
letter addressed to the Student
should see the Registrar immed- military service, according to an
Council Information desired iii
Associated Press dispatch from
iately.
eludes the student’s sear in colWashington.
les!ss his maea . and his campus
Ile said. "such a student should
Without any immediate statistics
I act t% it ies VI hich would quality him
imediately ask the Registrar to available, Dean Benz doubts if tle
, for tlit ppsilion
supply his draft board with a new regulation will affect maie
IPermission .1.as grantt.1 to an instatement that he is enrolled as a campus men.
, surance tirm, which distributed
full-time student and should him!pamphlets during reeistratior to
self ask his draft board for a desolicit stud’ los on campus for an
"aecideet ;old Sickness’. Wan
ferment. This information must be
in the hands of the board by MonMr. Eduard Vt. ( lements
lartelty .ith isor to the ,’.’um il.
day."
pointed out that this grant of
The Dean of Men urged stuprrmission it as mil an endors,Bob Skillicorn, former editot
dents whose scholastic standing
meat. hut a form if eontr.d o I r
duet of the Spartan Daily, ne, etor selective service qualificaties
..t h.
insurance firms u In, h
Oecar W. aley,r, San Jose con- , ly wen a $1 0)0 jotirivilisrn telloo
test score qualifies them for a tractor, placed the lowest hid for , ship au ard at the UM% ersih, of might attempt to solicit student*.
This council action will give the
deferment or 2A classification construction of the San Jose Stat., California at Los Angeles
Currently a graduate student in st tal.nt s a chance to participat. in
for the year to write their board college Memorial Chapel, Mr. E.
S. Thompson. chairman of the the CCI.A j.airnalism department. , the It, alth plan -on a Yolunt.iiy
for a deferment..
Chapel committee, announced yes- ,! Skillicorn was editor of the Spar- b.isi,. Mt clements emphasized
He added that San Jose State terday.
tan Daily during the spring ’trio
Presents BM
college men who wish to prove
Bids received from five local quarter
Bill Severn:, treasurer 01 the
The award the Tom Treanor !
that they are in good academic contractors are as follows: Oscar
presentstanding in college must ell out %V. Meyers, $38,900; Bridges Con- 1.Ilowship award- was offered te- ’ Associated Student Bed;,
structioh Co., $40,625; 0.-E. Ander- the 1.os Angeles Times. 11minor ed a bill to the courted tetaane
the appropriate forms available in son, $41,488; E. A.
Hathaway, $45.- ! was a war correspondent for the $14339 for expenses accrued since
the Registrar’s office. The latter ’213; and Lew Jones Construction, Times when he was killed tn a the nil of spring quarter
will submit the prepared forms Co.. $45.973.
shellburet in Franc., in 1944
TI., a’ oxpenses WelIV incurred
Construction of the chapel, to
After leaving San Jos.’ Stat.. Iwild. the state ligislature vas
"We have plenty of rooms avail- to the board upon the student’s iv be paid for In the college, awaits college, Skillieorn become editor of , conctirrins on St ate Assembly Rill
able to students that want them,"
favorable action by the Chapel the San Carlos Enquirer. HI’ rea27. is Inch intuit. Asti fees
said Mrs. Izet t a Pritchard in
committee and apprm al id the mained at that position until en- INo
compete,: s
charge of housing. ’Last minute
plans by the State Division of rolling in the l’( ’LA graduate
cancellations have left many openThe $113 39 o :0, . xpenrierl for
Architecture, Mr. Thompson said. school
’ telephi Inc calls, .t amp, rain. o ings around the campus for stuThe
Memorial
Chapel,
dedicated
dents who wish places to stay."
if graphinr. and :, I. fp taken by too
to student and alumni war dead,
icouncil nienesa. ve lb. >1...oe , .111,Mrs. Pritchard suggested that
will be located south of the new
sin Iles till
111.1S1:11 1,m
1 0O1
Wilik
anyone interested in obtaining a
Students interested in obtaining ’ is :is In in...1’1-0.4.
A large number of Spartans arch, in the San Carlos Turf area.
Campus Compass, especially freshinstruc- I
as
According
to
plans
part-time
employment
by
Higgins
In reporting to the council OA
men, come into her office and pick. poured into the outer quad last & Root, architects, the chapel will tors in "Behind the Vels , I ,tr eine
the sale ot .t ".8 tants, SieVeZna
one up. The Compass is a small night to participate in the first be a 30 hs 801:: foot redwood and instruct ions in I la
.1,
that "in ewes.’ Of 3300
magazine put out by the Associat- rally of the year.
1.1:11, ’11, 111
’
stone builtline.
CoMart
Yell leaders Morey Richmond,
ed Women Students containing
I 3 Ill, has.. been sold. "%as. must
!.I
(See page 7 for photo of modiI
arcu 1’1111W to III.
it Ash
items about organizations on the Don Nuenes, and Joe Thornley,
1..ep plugging *tsa
of chap ,di
secretary. Mrs, Ike, /All,.
campus, what to wear, and other and song leaders Judy Zent, Gloria
.1rif sat,’,, for the ri maunder -1
inrormation.
Scroggs, and Francine Lawson led
the quarter," Se I rns said.
Spartan supporters in various yells
A ,Ifoef or is .11,11 11’..1.’,1 tot
and songs.
i
iii V. 1:I. 1111,1.11
tIlt
(.
i
.-‘1/
III" t, ,,
Al.,
1111.,
Highlight of the evening was
111,1.1. F
%I. 1I,I 11:1,
1. , I
I r11,1111
the singing of Joyce Buswell who
(14111‘.,
I oi at it :.s,
brought enthusiastic response from
With a figuratite I’nder Nve I editor. Boris Stankesich, wire ,’di - Si -cud a lettei statiti.! t i fiAat
the crowd with her versions of
Students are invited to submit "Temptation- and "Summertime." Management" sign on the door, toe; Bill Welds-, exchange editor. inns to IN’ S1114111 I .1 In! ,C11 I.)
The rally was the first project the Spartan Daily resumed opera- and Dianna Meyers, sweet) editor WOrilleSdA)
Obo r
articles to "The Reed", San Jose
I (’opy ra.aders Ilots.rt Qiiinlan.
RIpreseni a i ve - at lane- Nance,
State college literary magazine. put on this quarter by the rally tions this week.
Editor-in -chief Ray Masse tak- Keith flat duet!, Fred Westphal, Bill I.14. was ihosen to a,.11 as council
Manuscripts can be turned in to committee, and bigger things are
prestnt ate e on the newly orate,H34A or to the English depart- lxing planned for the future. Tom ing over the post vacated last Gossett. Calvin Pitts.
Dal. editors lions St mikes
ized Lyke Recommetetate.n boat d.
ment office upstairs in the Home :Mullen, committee chairman, has spring by Jack Gallagher empha- ’
Westphal,
Fred
Shutt
Jeannine
announced
that
fans
who
take
in!
of
the
sized the laboratory nature
Economics building.
This hoard "has been set up to
!Dick Rutherford. RoY Hurlbut’
the San Jose State-Stanford game Spartan Daily
do ,",,’r’, thing possible to make
-The Reed" is edited by Pegasus,
Roy Huribere Bill %Veld> ;eel
, will see six "Indians" pull Mr.
Le (1 0114.g iv II ’UMW magazinet
"Because of the .ducational
literary society, and will be pubRick Rutherford make tip rte.
Spartan around the field in his
a omit magarine for all (on.
practice of changing assignments
lished in May. It will contain
I sports staff.
chariot.
cerned." said laitt spol)ar, ASK
stories, essays, slketches, plays, and
and editorial positions each quarThe society, staff consists of Jo.
president.
poems, written bj San Jose State IMullen also has asked that Spar- ter, we work under a permanent
Pratt,
’
a
nne
a
nil
Ernestine
N’ospe
I
tans who wish to sit in the rooting handicap. No single person has
college students.
.td will
Menthers of
neWs
reporters
include
section wear white so that card long experience on one job. Also
heae et
.1-,
Advisor to Pegasus, Dr. James stunts will show up.
Gerald lielelur.
Agnes Bolter. elude Dr. Deese’s!
the
football
team
we
don’t
unlike
!it,
Wood said yesterday that, "En, Lloyd Broo it Cy I tonaldson. Keith ! the Journalism
or
or,
season
sessions
have
practice
thusiastic response to the 1951
’‘’Gardner, ellen lchinaga, Rotel-1 !Dolores Spurgeon.ant
games. We have to produce reguissue indicates that it was the best
I Jones. Freddie Peitz, Joanne Pratt. I testier of journalism. lean of !see
lar
issues
from
the
first
day
of
published thus far."
’Barbara Reilly, Walt Roessing, ’dents Joseph H. West Da%. Wood.
registration. Flu? just the same,
l,,siPegasus received a letter from
I Ernestine Vosper and Joanne Wil- Lyite editor. Spoly a I I
out a newspaper
we
hope
to
turn
ness manager; and Me Ise
the editor of the magazine "The
son
as
much
professional
polish
with
ASB card holders setll be adA motion was made by Trim
’ The business staff consists of ’
Writes." praising the fiction in the
mitted to the Stanford -San Rose as possible."
magazine, Dr. Wood stated.
Wilma 1 no ,m is. office mar-lacer . Mullan and carried M. the (-ounce
Business Manager Tom Ellis, ’Jim Taylor, in charge of central , to table discussion of the l’st GamSlate college football game tomorrow afternoon at 2 o’clock free of with a 22 man advertising staff, advertising: and Al Homing, pro- ; ma fraternity constitution
eharge, acording to the Graduate established a new record for the’ motion manager
Spartan Dads- by selling over
Manager’s office.
Advertising salesmen are Robes I ’
The Nielsen Bros. Construction
Faculty cards will not be1 $1.000 of adv. rtising in the first 111,lbye, James Lyang. Jim Porter
company requests that students reweek of operation.
Putter
Bill
(enrge Pizante,
frain from parking their cars on honored, however. Tickets will not
This quarter’s editorial staff - Audrey POwerS, Jack Osborn, Si ’
turn
Those spartans
the site of the new music building be on sale in the Graduate ManIndust, for the st.inb.rd ssne
as they cannot eerk with the ager’s office for non -card holders, Elwyn Knight. news editor. Rich Ross. Tucker Simpson. Paul Mari
but may be obtained at the Stan- Jordan, associate editor; Monte anetti. Ed Weathers, Gladys Han- are requested I, loin Mullin.
vehicks in the way
Dayton, copy desk chief; Hal Bor- sets Taylor Chambers. Marguerite. Ball) coninsitte..
Ai /*Ina n. to
The lot is located between S. ford stadium for $2.
San Jose State students will chert, sports editor; Cal Pitts, Crawford. Frances Flagg, George Meet at 3:30 paw this afte,noolli
Seventh and S. Eighth streets and
between San Carlos and San An- enter Stanford stadium through photo editor; Jeannine Short, fea- Coakley, Gelso Gualco. and Carl In the ’student I Mon.
ture editor; Fred Westphal, campus Silvers.
the East gate.
tonio streets.

Meyer Phices
Low In Fire
Chapel Bids

Craduate ins
Imes $1000
Fel lou ship

Rooms Are Open;
See Mrs. Pritchard

Many Spartans
At First Rally

Need Instructors

Ray Hasse Takes Over Helm
Of Fall Quarter Spartan Dail

Reed Is Ready
For Articles

Student Body Card
Acts As Free Pass

Cars Hinder Work

’Indians’ To Meet

SePt

214. 195I

!i

’Spartan Daily LEavesdropper

‘Tony-7-;EducatedHound
He Chews Professors

A comparative newcomer to the
You’ve heatd of the candid
Arts department has alIndustrial
They catch people Un1411k,
lengendary re.
of Son boo Vats ceIq *0,60 Sat.Iday
and record their comer- ready established a
a Y. a
,r1.0 on 000le
associates.
ow. dv,...4 oace
-.allot.; and at-tains Well, I am the putation among his
P.
Co , 144S S First ilro+ S. Jos
He is Tony, a small black and
in. 211 candid eavesdropper I dr ill around
Ad,i,sis;n9
fo. 210
D.4..
with ms pad and pencil brown Beagle. This smooth -coated
L.
P
SI ‘,4. h.’ Otto Pt $1 D., rivers,. for non ASB c.nd hoidere.leampirs
and eavesdrop on couples. groups; hound with pendulous ears is the
TOM ELLIS--Business Manager , I’ll estia listen if you’re just talk- official departmint mascot.
A 1 HASSEEditor
ing to soul :elf. I base no scruples.
FRED WESTPHAL
this issue
r
Tony came to San Jose State
triter’,wt.. :rig
people has its eiccd
college about three years ago.. A
-’
points lint I would rather inter- purebred. registered dog, he is the
slew sou when you aren’t aware proud possession of Mr. Gordon
sou are being interviewed It’s Van Arsdale, associate professor
01.heading of Now that the horse is stolen,
1,
much more inoresting. I might of industrial arts. Tony makes his
kr the door
we are moved to suggest that the
hosne on Ninth street when not
isnattill::" beside "" "’stet.-,f-,inItuffof filling out the voluminous reg books
hat’s nt
inner quad.
college.
certain
rel;ded
degree.
to
a
r-,a/
,shile I v.as about 2.00 in the at.
Department personnel have al. In
rr:sts. the averwr student finds he must fill ternoon Perhaps yorill recognize!
consersation in the story be- most come to regard Tons as an,sept n pages r.f his registration book while seated on the
Ile attends classes
r,f the tAen’s gym. Understandably the anguished k,w But then, sou might have other student
ni ha
periodiealls, cumiog in and going
s’.
been
of
those
hi.’..’
conserj
one
r,
from
an
actual
pain
in’
the
rry athini back!" Wite
f
salion I courin’t print sou kraut- out with the rest of the class.
..rt,1Dr.in
rather than from mere frustration.
.f ttu
\Of) Noll :tu. I might ha,.. missed Though intelligent and alert. ToIC e.
u, th it it would hie possible to set up tables and you
but I If I. had<
i aateh ny’s one fault is dozing during leethe pin n;c iariety on the San Carlos turf adjacent to tt Mit sou
Lately. Tony missed so
the eat, silicrpper ’ tures.
..ffr,rding d relative amount of comfort while per- ruts In lister:m..7’
many classes that he was in dan^
. fm
an **incomplete" for
t.idi that lir,,,,ever nece:s,iry nontheless causes one to give
Attentbin
mas he ger of getting
th, summer session.
.
r,
valor of a higher education.R. J.
Invaded!
A 14I011p of blonde f reshmen under the science arch:
"dere you know that won, ot seop,at of the college team, in the last analysis, reflects
,,,,ii’t allov.’ed
I
tlw
nod or,O, e st in the college itself.
IP
" Really? How corner
N:tt, the. n m nd, it is hoped that the sunny side of Stanford
’ Ah, some men live up Own- ,
will be Feicind with gold And white rooters when the Spartans
fraternity of some kind, I think ’
A chance remark made during
oh, indom, in the annual gridiron contest.
’tin turn Where did you hear an automobile ride may soon re././.0 lose or draw, Bob Bronsan’s boys deserve our support. Let’s
sult in the formation of a Faculty
th’’’’Ilt...ssas in that little magazine, Men’s club at San Jose State colit them do...’’
errnipass or something. They say I
I no woman has ever bein up there."
While out (hiving with
-(*.ee! Really 7"
’rid
H. Alden of the Engilits%h1)(Ine--Yes, and if they catch a wom- ’
an up there they do all sorts of Partment. Adm. Arnold E. True,
horrid things to her. Like walking associate professor of meteorology,
remarked how nice it would he to
niaking the plank."
’Well, we’ll just have to insTs:
,,wever, the
have a club room .here faculty
be print- tigate that! flow atintit it. girls?’ members could rest ann smoke.
There is more than sine type of
,!....
tho
ssith
Thr1.10
ad
Ttlf
The idea clicked with Dr. Alden.
p
f %tool ot I s
alai Parrs eol
will in no cast.. parking problem!
Two agitated females on a green and he soon began the organizing
ia if The column la made available as a blind lw
process
bench:
ri,c
ititcer haat Ntliuli to hid’, III Making
’Mary
Jane.
did
we
park
.
,
fa -.111.11.1,11,1.
I 11.1i
atio111,motisly
the ear tIlda.
How come
r".
1 hi. gi live .11 pi iliev ’,silt I.. to run.
&limn. I think it was on fith
"For parking in a crosswalk.
hi II.
..
eollege all material that conies in; if it is
i
ti
cocitoi,
I till
leNklek,i.
in good taste. Is street or was it ittr.’ Don’t you The crosswalk wasn’t there but
knOW
the cop said I was supposed to
I
!I o I!Iv
Joii11
1,11,InTiy, :1114 is MA An iii"I can’t remember! Boy, if I get know that there was supposed to
’at.,misstatenwrit it fa,l,
another liar-king ticket my Dad is be one there, so I got a ticket."
I hir
.
I’ t.r 11.
ft11.
.1./11111111111
roservi..
voing to blow up"
Well, that’s all for this time. I’ll
loi
I ii
II.
I leht to teitionab
liti. 111,111N7 he hearing you!
s,’11

I 4 li.LEGE

One geal ter someone filled
a class card for him under
name "Tony Beetlehub" and
cluded it in Mr. Van Arsdale’s

out
the
infile.

run(
(rue

tin

cirl’t We Relieve That ’Aching Back?’
.

$partan-Indian Game
,,.

The Profs Are
AfterA Club

Thrust and Parry
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Tills Is NOT TONVSince
Tons uas loci busy chasing eats
and protessors to hase his picture taken is a’ substituted a picture of a rather ugly (distant)
relatite of his. We hope that
tshen he shuts it ahote,hin story
he till see the light and let us
take a snapshot of WM.
The perplexed professor felt that
tht,re "’couldn’t be anyone with
that name!" He investigated and it
finally dawned on him that. it was
his dog.
For awhile. Tony had a bad habit of chasing eats under the
Home Economics building. Cured
of that habit, he has taken up a
more lively job of treeing professors.
Because Tony is one of the independent. "Fos mg type-, it ruins
his disposition to be penned up. No
pen has yet been devised which
will hold him.
Although small in stature, Tony
seems to have a natural instinct
for hunting. His specialty is tracking deer.’
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BORIS STANKEVICH

Artists Sriuwks

A

will be going to rush parties. I am an expert in the.
so listen carefully. You men are divided into three distinct
-(I) T!’iose wt., know which frat they want to join and wilt
,r die in order to get into it: (2) Those who haven’t made up
, minds and want to try as many As possible; (3) Those who like
’neon

Met

the

you

$398
Entrance requirement for all art students
a smock, a smart -looking smock of

In the lost plat,- dun t drink any coke before you go to the
’y because you will have plenty there and you group three men
be defeating your own purpose. Practice shaking hands with
, roommate for a week before the party. Each mat seems to
five or six 230 pound veterans of the gridiron in it. If your
hand isn’t in shape when you wall in the door it wiU end up
,roi
lle d piece of week old hamburger.
See if you Can re ’her a lot of very old jokes. These seem to be the most popular.

i Ire hman
ight sv,th an empty

malor ns you But
s probably a ,e
P. u.ualy ate, t.
k to the !,,ke. Neva’
Ac the evon.ng sloes on ,t gets more

you II wear constantly during your entire
four years! Ours has a specially stitched
pocket for brushes and pencL, plus a
big canyon -deep hip pocket for all
essentials. Long sleeve

style in sizes 12 to 20 ... blue, red or grey.

Hart’s
But this above all,
Stay close to that well,
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Chief-Justice Relates Duties ;I:d"
io-eltliec Plans Social EN
0 Court or New Students Need tSB Cards to Join Group

e

elliS:

Dr, bail will %tali rolling in
"Student Court is not a police card holders, organizations that said. "’taro juniors are elected the 1;
Women’s gym next Thursday
;rower! It is a judicial power!"
have student body recognition and! winter quarter to take office in ut ening at 77341 n’clck as the
So stated Chuck Wing, soph- all councils and committees of the! the spring and two seniors are; Co-Rec begins a fall quarter packomore justice, in answer to a student body.
; elected in the spring to take office ed with activities. The trolly will
query concerning student governWing pointed out that there are! in the fall."
as.ry
be sponsored by Co-Rer
ment Wednesday afternoon.
Chief-Jut:tier Heads Court
no organizations at present cal
Thursdar this quartei.
The Court is headed by a chief "The Student Court," he con- campus by court decision.
Badminton. rolleyball, table tentinued. "acts as a check and balThe Student Court, Wing ex- justice, who is elected by the Stu- nis. and llama. head the list of
ance for the Student Council
plained, has a rotation election dent Council to serve the entire er ening sports Social dancing,
Applica- bridge. and canasta %till also tx
and protects student pritileges
polio tt hereby one male and year, Wing continued.
and student regulations."
one female are elected each tions for this position are being if feted.
accepted hy the Council now.
In order to acquaint freshmen quarter.
Participaon
c
requirn
eme ts Ar e.
Additional duties of the Stuand new students with the func"Two sophomores are elected!
stodent
body member:ship and
/ions of student government at ! the fall quarter to take office the! dent Court are to supertise the !...liher soled shoes tor volleyball
San Josr State college, Wing ex- first of the winter quarter,- he procedure at student hod x elec- alai tennis
tions and to cheek constitutions
plained that the Student Court is; organization-,."
"We try to do things that are
of net. an es organizations.
a judicial body composed of six
!111/1 offered elsewhere on campus...
The Student Court has the
Justices and one chief justice.
The present justices on the Stu- said Miss Arclith Frost, (’o-Rec
potter to "revoke Associated
. Describes Duties of Court
’ Student Body privileges
any dent Court are Betty June Smith !ativiser. "One year we had a like
The main duties of the Court, student or organization found and Don Fulsaas. senior justices: chih, last veal- rye had a week -end
as described in Article V of the to hate violated Associated Stu- Jill Pierson and Wing, junior jus- ti nnis tournament, and this s,.r
Constitution of the Associated! dent regulation." the Constitu- tices: and Kitty tunner and Ken
would like to start a I. mos
Students. are to "rule on the con.! tion continues.
Black, sophomore justices.
club."
stitutionalit) of any act of any ’
According to Wing, any student
officer or body of officers oper-1 may appeal to the Court with eviating under this constitution" and’ dence of a violation of student
to maintain jurisdiction over "all body regulation. A hearing will be
disputes brought to its attention held and judgment passed, he said.
arising between the Associated
Rules Over ASR Members
Students and Associated Students’
The Court, he added, has jurisdiction only over student body

Industrial Courses Sign Up Teacher
Training Tests
A Itraci Interest
San Jose State college students
who are applying for
teacher
Among Students

Miss ir len ( ’Ooperidet. rn-adv
plam to start a holtin club
this quart.’ : "Those interested in
riats could tiring their !quipno lit to the gym and rar iyono
site sa
could tiairk togethc:
i’o-Ree is sponsored hy the Student C’ouircil and operated uith
bony tunds Elected offica ls rre
Janet Opcnshatt. wonwns chit
man, and Charlotte Maks) an. tr. asui-er.
No man’s chairn-..c. !-as
Nen selected as yet.

SPARTAN DAILY
San Jose State College
4it,
Eio.efedi as sceold ci.i.
24. V134. at See Jose. Cerifo.n. ..tiee
14me act oi March 7, 1174.
serw;c9 of Ur. Jed Pss,
Fult loosod
Membe.. Cetifo.e4 Neospape,
et,’ Atioc;zh;on
Nets of Hi* Glob* Pf;o6rig Ccmporty,
1445 S. F;n4 SC. San Jose,

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
No. 22 ...THE

WOODPECKER

P.:ukts of the Engineering de- training candidacy and have not
irartment’s attempts to attract taken the tests in the fundamental
personnel of local industry to subjects may take them at any
below.
morning and evening classes have one of the times stated
Oct. 11 Thursday 3:30-5:30 ..m.
been encouraging, Dr. Ralph J.
Smith, department head, declared Room 116.
Oct. 12- FrIday 3:30-5:30 p.m.
yesterday.
Room 116.
Class enrollments average front
Nov. 8 Thursday 3:30-5:30 p.m.
one to 12 members who are emRoom 116.
ployed outside in industry among
I Nov. 9 Friday
3:30-5:30 p.m.
Jugular students, Dr. Smith said.
;Room 116.
Ile explained that he was expectDean Benz’ office has announcing heavy enrollment in another
ed that it is necessary to sign up
class, aircraft drafting, which met t
for the tests in advance in Room
Mt the first time last night.
.118, testing office.
"We now are asking industry to
! An electrographic pencil is needsuggest additional courses which
led when the tests are given.
can be offered at convenient hours
next quarter.- he said.
Courses 1.....esently offered which
LOOK FOR
have been directed towards the
interests of industry are industrial
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
relations, time and motion stud).
BOOK EXCHANGE in
city planning, engineering reports
STUDENT UNION
and engineering materials, Di.:
Smith said.

C lassifieds
FOR RENT
, for only $60 per month. Good food.
iirea-room unfurnished apart- , homey atmosphere. Near colleee.!
!! for $81). Includes refrigerat-; Phone CY 4-403; address, 448 N.!
a,. stove, water and garage. One !Second St.
block from campus, 44 S. Seventh
Nice Room with hoard or with -1
street.
out. Quiet, pleasant surroundings,1
!-Bedroom furnbibed apartment front of bus stop. 906 N. 17th!
at Chatter Hall for women stu- street. CY 5-6160. Call in evening’
dents. 246 S. Ninth street. Wash- or morning..
ing facilities and utilities. Phone
LOST
CY 3-2.508 after 5,30 p.m.
Gold plated locket with pink and I
Men College Student* who want white roses on front. Four p:cture;
nice chain rooms ue have them, compartments inside. R ew a rd.’
the best. See Ma and Pa at 567 Contact 373 E San Fernando St.!
S. Eighth street. Three blocks to
San Jew. Players pin in shape
collee.m. Call CY 3-9647.
of shield with blue enamel back -1
Wanted, a girl to share large ground and wild lepers S.J.P. and
girls. a mask. It found please return to
with 3 other
apartrnent
Board and room $48.75 per month, Information office immediatelr.
Phone CY 3-4724 or call at apart Lost In sicanIty of Presbyterian
merit 1.8. 340 S. Fourth St.
Hall on N. Fifth street. a Bulora
Gill to !Mare new two-room watch. Inscription on back -To
apartment. One block from school, Bonnie from Mom and Dad 6-15405 S. Fourth St., apartment 213 51". Mesta! call CY 5-9848. Ask
or inquire at manager’s office.
, for Bonnie Dohemann. Rewatel.
FOR
Ride Wanted between San Le-,
andrn arid San Jose daily. Will Is Two formals size 12. lavendar
nay Call LO fi-5782.
and nile green. Practically new
Hot and and cost $10 each. See Gloria at
BEDLAM GABLES
cold water in rooms. Inner spring 435 S. tots st or call Cy 4-0332.
mattresses, parking spat’s, loonTined() ’Jae 38, including tux
derettc and kitchen cook or not
shirt and tie for $7.50 S’kiis and
from
blocks
$20 to $25. Two
bindings for S7.50. Inquire 234 S.
school 275 N. 5th street.
Ninth St.. Apt S. Ph (’Y 4-9740.
Desire One or Two ennege Orb
Dietzgen drafting set, T square,
to share apartment. CY 4-6157. drafting board, scale. triangles.
974 E. Julian.
pencils. etc. Like new Call at 30
College Boys Wanted to share S. Fifth St.
kitbath,
one large room Private
chen privileges. $20 each. One
’The first system of air-condiblock from First St. 137 Colton tinning was installed by bees.
Place CY 5-0732.
! Worker bees ventilate their hives
by standing at the entrances and
tnom for
Look--ASidloble.
more-4118We girls Room and board fanning their wings.

."
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hit off more than he could chew
when he tackled the cigarette tests! But he pecked
away Id he smoked out the truth: Such an
important item as mildneA.s can’t be tossed off in a
fleeting second! A "swift sniff- or a "perfunctory

Woorirors’ almost

puff- proves practically nothing! Ile, like millions of
smokers, found one test that doesn’t lease you lip a tree.
. the 30-Day Camel Milan....
les the sensible lest
Test, which simply asks you to try Ca,nrl a..or
steady smokeon a day -after-day basis. No snap
judgments! Once you’ve enjoyed Camels for 30 das.
in your "T-Zone" IT for Throat, T for Taste.

you’ll see why...
After all the Mildness tests...

Camel leads all other brands yMilions

Pepperdine, Chico Frosh
Hare No Hazing Worries
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five members of the varsity rifle
team with the organization will
be held at the ROTC office. Barracks K.!, ’Tuesday night at 7 o’ clock. Cap, Hugh Donovan of the
RoTf unit announced yesterday.
(’apt Donovan wanted it made
clear that this is not an ROTC
organization. but an activity in
ivvhieh all ASH card holders may
participate The arsity ritli team
is a membei of the Northern Calichairnian has
;surer
NO
! oirnia Int. reollegiate Rifle center.
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.part an Daily Exchange Page

Attention Football Squad:
and Coach Bob Bronzan would like to hear what
thought
you
Just
this .-..l
hinted
1 4, 44
a eroup lit typewriter punchers from the northern extremities of Santa
that ail was lea :emit; writ with
!h.- treshnian h.1/111;:. 1.11.1.144:1
Clara eferrity have to eiy about the Spartan grid machine. Appearing
r Hien there has been some on VRI’1011ll spots in the Stanford Daily were several comments, some
improv enstnt. but not enough.
ot which inelede:
should ts a regular
nate tabooused te. the iisual de "Stanford’s next opponent, San Jose State, gave forth a putrid
If alkwved to
.,f freshman eliasine and flilthip tradition
performance against l’SF last Friday night."
ierrnent me
lone an attractive continue as it now stands it will
Another scribe had this to say: "All games that now look to be
-!ew
I
f !orn neglect.promising are played on the road. And who do we g01 to watch at
home? Why this weekend it is San Jose State, who got pasted by USF
last week.’’
okay Coach Bob Broneo: take it (reel there.

141.

1

HERE and THERE

Foghorn Blast
Football Coach Bronzan and halfback Gil Mendonsa were the
Isubjects of a journalistic attack that made an appearance in a USF
;Foghorn column entitled "Johnson Rag.Th. Than supporter quotes Bronzan’s remarks ihat Mendoresa is the
’
pound for pound in the country. then replies, "Baloney,
I best ha.
:Bronzan.
"We know a better back. His name is Scudero and he plays for
us. Ile weighs soapy:here around 163. hut he’s so tough he shaves with
l sandpaper and washes with steel wool. He is so fast he could have
Igobbled down the apple before William Tell’s arrow ever reached it.
Before a eame, Coavehes Joe Kuharich and Budd Kerr knock him down
1 While Jim Ryan forces a helte,q and pads onto him."
Ties For Dates
Pie, writer took a student poll
A V. ’Mira Junior eoll-:.:.
on the subject: ’Should men wear ties on dates?" Some of the more
I
unique replies are as follows:
"Thev’ie handy for choking purposes."
"A tie"? Ilat;. Thiy should be worn only to weddings and
nerds
haVe a monkey bite to hide."
’N.it tinless
Anil the comment of the day. "No! Sometimi s it limits your
i411% Pie: if you ha_ c’
e dates."
Come Join The Band
Iii
in a T.1*.lat issue of the USC Daily
Trojan, the Trojan band is short twenty five hands. In fact, the paper
prarticall pleads w ith the student body to answer the call. This is
een1s. Seems to me the only recent "help vrantcd"
a sudden ,hati.2e
yells from Trojans ilk were for hug’ or speedy pigskin totters.

Short Shots
ci.iee Sew,
ce.ved -owe unwelcome publicity during
, the slimmer 1.111cn a San haniasci. columnist revealed the fact that t.
shapely CSC coed was helitine a summer job as a strip-tease artist
in a San Franeisco nieht spot.
Among the unique college organizations on various campuses is
the Five Foilters club at the University of California at Santa Barbara. Membership to the (.1111) is limited to females measuring five feet
or under.
Down at USC there is an organization entitled the University
Dames. The club is composed of student wives
-

clannish about

not

Arrow Plaids
se.7..1
. low

C. :1

...thev’re the best -liked
. sports shirts on campus!
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James D. Ross Develops Permanent Stands Fl vitt g 20
Club Seeks
.
New Production Ideas InstallationBcoins
AtSpartanStadmm May Purchase An

If production methods have
anything to do towards the improvement of the Army’s new T-18
tank. James D. Ross of the Aeronautical department is qualified
to ask for some of the credit,
Mr. Ross, during the summer
months, spent his time working
with the Food Machinery & Chemical corporation in an attempt to
improve their methods in producing the new weapon.
_
Among the items that Mr. Ross
designed were those to improve
the use of various hand tools. His
design made it possible to retain
electrical and air lines on a roller,
Mr. Ross explained. When the
worker is finished with his air or
electrical driven hand tool it is retracted to a position over his head
until he is ready to use it again.
’This device not only allows the
worker to get his equipment in
and out of the tank much easier.
Mr. Ross explained, but it elim-

Make Changes
In Library Arts
Reading Room
Changes in the physical arrangement of the Arts reading
room, located on the fourth floor
of the Library, were revealed recently by Miss Maude Coleman,
arts librarian.
A different entrance to the
bookstacks on this level now is
being used. The new passageway
is situated to the left of the librarians’ desks as one enters the
reading room. Students formerly
used the door on the right side.
Room 1, a former listening
room, has been converted into an
office devoted exclusively to the
study of art prints and microfilms.
This conversion leaves only two
lis.tening rooms for music enthusiasts.
Record players and their accompanying earphones are occupying
a more central position in the
Arts room. Greater seclusion has
been achieved, however, by the
placement of files and shelves
around three sides of the record
table.
Furniture, hooks and magazines
also received slight shifts in position.

Vet Represen rat ire
Will Be On Cam iniN
J. D. Murchison, official representative of the California Veterans administration, will be on 1
CalTIVIS today from 1:00 to 3.t,’
p.m., accordin; to Miss Ed:
Graves of the Veteran’s office. ai;
Cal -Vets who seek advice on veteran matters should see Mr. Murchison, Miss Graves said yesterday.

Wye Mail Itoxe,
Iii Student t 111011
Student organization mail boxes ;
which used to be downstairs in
the Student Union now have been I
placed upstairs. They are at the !
western end near the A.S.B. office.
These boxes are for organizationsl
and private individuals who have
their mail sent in care of San
1
Jose State college. The Student
Union board hopes all mail can j
be picked up promptly in this new 1
location.

mates the danger of having hosis
and wires lying about on the floor
Work began yesterday on inMr. Ross also designed and built
a carriage which makes it possible’ stalling bleachers permanently unto move and mount the final drna, der the scoreboard in Spartan staunit on the tank. The final drive dium. Byron Bollinger. college suunit is similar to an automobile’s perintendent
of buildings and
transmission. Mr. Ross explained. grounds, announced today.
The installation will be completed in tima for the Spartans’
first home contest with the University of San Francisco Oct. 12.
d
A ,11 I ’
According to Mr. Bollinger, exceedingly large turnouts ale exStudents wore warned today by pected this season for all of the
StanleN
benz. dean of men. not local games with USE. Loyola.
to park in the sev en spacts oppo I Santa Clara. College of Pacific
site the Industrial Arts building I and Marquette and the heretofore
on S. :seventh street.
I temporary bleachers are expected
The area is reserved for stu- 1 to help in handling the crowds.
dents who are amputee veterans. ! In the past the temporao stands
Cars vithout permits will receive , had been used only occasionally.
traffic tickets.
1
Permits may he obtained by 1
There are more than 800 types
qualified own in R0f111, Ill
i and grades of geese.

A arn tar Owners
ark iug nnaee

tion.

gent hers:
Moue

-, ,114
Despite IL :.1 that the. may ,".
be forced to purchase an addition- I use 01 Its facilities at cosi
He 1’4:flamed tha’
al airplane. the Flying 20 club!
still is eager to obtain new mem- costs were cut to a
hers James D. Ross. that organi- aireratt rental Ua, reeltieea
i’unflt ha’
n
zation’s adviser, said yesterda3.
"There still are opporti:-.:
for those who want to join
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Ross declared. "We will ha\
ASSEMBLY
arrange something so that everySTREU
72 NORTH
one will have as much flyieg
Far..,c11 Pato
as he would like."
Fifteen requests for moinf.
have been receised already..
plained. If the membership c,n
tinues to increase, the club may
Young Pitople and C11,1d.e,
tind that their two airplanes are
not enough. Asi a result of this. Christion Heeling .
they are considering the possibilde. eh. t
, ity of a third aircraft.
Unity and Troth
Mr. Ross explained that the Ely Litertwe on Sala
t ing 20 club is a non-profit organi- I

STUDENTS!
)

:--rs-.:as-

You can own a fine new
Portable Typewriter!
OgAas
GOO
EASIER
COME

BUY on terms as low as rental!
Choose from Smith-Corona, Remington, Royal
Students say they raise their grades by at least
10% when they type their schoolwork! You, too,
will find you can do more homework in less time
and with better results. Using a typewriter, you
learn to think more clearly and write concisely.

NO MONEY DOWN
No carrying charges,
no interest, no extras!

Health Unit Meets
The Santa Clara county unit of
Ii e California Association of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation held a conference in
the women’s gymnasium last night.
Acording to Dr. Irene Palmer.
head of the women’s physical education department, the purpose of
the conference was to outline plans
for a January meeting of the entire Bay section of the Health. P.
E. and Recreation association.
Dr. John Nixon of Stanford University is president of the associa-

Pige FIt

PAY ONLY THE REGULAR
ESTABLISHED CASH PRICE
IN SMALL WEEKLY AMOUNTS

Look into this special offer. Hundreds of alert
students have purchased portable typewriters at
Proctor’s in this unequaled easy way.
Take your choice of three world-famous makes
Smith-Corona, Remington. Royalbringing in handy
portable models the same advanced features as in
their standard office machines. Full-size ftandard
84 -character keyboards, new simplified margins
and tabulation, dozens of special features formerly
unavailable in portable models. You get the same
printwork, performance and typing habits as on a
large standard model.
So, for bettcr grades in fewer hours, and for
gaining the valuable typing habit on your brandnew guaranteed portable, come to Proctor’s NOW!
Start the new term with a typewriter of your own!

Pittycluth

91 SO. FIRST STREET
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Open from II a.m.
to I sm.
Closed on
Monday

FINE ITALIAN FOODS
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LOOK FOR
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
BOOK EXCHANGE in
STUDENT UNION

F:MBE
1.1 the el
nt plans
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courses HIV offer,:
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the organization’s first social
, event.
Spartan Chi not only offers lig
members an opportunity to particiliate in college social life, but
it also gives them a chants’ to
share in the educational functions,
according to Marty Mau. presiding

.411111111MIMMIIMMINIIM-LonaMir

:itlimmers h
viol;

I-.’. "pits

%rad

The bride is the flaughtr.r.r.f

Spartan Chi invites Chinese
students and all others who are
interested to attend their fir0
meeting of the quarter, Tuesda.....
al 7 p.m., in room 20.
Plans for the quarter will tw
outlined and new members will he
aeopted at this mneting. Nev. slit-

and Mrs. William H
Manteca. The grootn’s
Mr. and Mrs. Kirribal
Fort Brawl.
While attendirr San JOS) St a
horo. tnajor,t1 it, education. a
%%ith Alpha
II .,orority. The henedict
graduate from San Jose State
Dever/1nel* With a degrip in cc:
rwering He is a member of
Kappa Alpha fraternity.

.1,1rIllfter5

it.

I

Wedding bells rang for another
Spartan couple when Donna Lee
;Plank and William K. Dodge were
married Sept. 9 in a double -ring.
ceremony at the Presbyterian
church in Livermore.

hi

Spartan Chi Will Meet

rat

hi:.
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Dodge-I’lank
Wedding Held
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WELCOME. GANG!
A GOING COLLEGE PROGRAM
A NEW YOUTH BUILDING
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SAVE ’150
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You
on a Book-Box of
of your favorite Hane of Hollywood Bras!

,

Your chiiice of lielettA 11,111.’1 mg day tittle if deeper plunge models, in nylon
or ontio broaih loth. Three Li mini’. Helene of Hollywood bras are in eatIi
"ileautv Test.’ bov, %attic-priced at a sa% Mg to you of 30e per bra.
I

II,.

9. ws

I

I

I

It.. 11.1

ttttt )1

But !Merle’s "ReatO Tr\ I.. offer is limited, o hurry! Don’t miss this wonderful
chance to get popular I lelene of Dolls-wood bras at the,e low budget
prices.
Helene’s "Beauty Text" special is now being featured
at.

Blum’s and Harts & Son, San Jose

SA

MN!.

Model of Proposed Campus Chapel

’Phi Sigmas Plan (Friday,
Unusual Pledge iStork,\ kits Dean
Part in Campbell

Page Sever,

Sept. 2S, 1951

A boy, Robert Vernon. was horn intl the Student Y lie is also
June 2.4 to a Spartan couple Mr plmed part time %%1111 the Si .1S
and Mrs. Bob Dean at th. VatsonRoebuck eiimpan in San Jose
An unusual type of rush party !ville city hospital.
Nirs
th. tou rer Rae
!is being planed by Phi Sigma Ka rBob, a junior education major, is
hams.
plans
to
retarn to coil- :.
pa fraternity for its first pled:
member of Alpha Phi t omega
%%inter quarter and will ware a
event of the collegii
home econoroies
The unusual gel,
San .lisse State sbe a,- II ha
program Of rush ;:
with tit,- Student 1- and 10.1S
hii.ridighted
thi-FrOtr
’1’4)
variety, of entertain:
swimming. The nisi
RENT
held at the home a
Htrv Waiters of
SPECOJATINNEN* ’
ents of S!-Atea
-4161.1v. 314AMInar
Hurry Walter,,. Jr.
AMERY listlEsS MACN1NES
The vkrIg. party Sund,.
%F. SAN !I:RNM.00 CY-2-7903
preceded 113 open house ’Ft:.
nnht at the fraternity hon.’!
street. Other es,:
.ii Sigma busy tat..
accordin4 to Corwin Barfield ic
Soh De Salles, publicity chairty,
have been farewell part; i Fred Samler, fraternity m.
who was drafted into the art recently.
ROOTERS CAPS 50c ard up
In the midst of all !!
S.
J. T-SHIRTS and SWEAT SHIRTS
; aetit itics and usual
stimincr get-togethers. Phi
S. J. CAR and GRIP STICKERS
; Kappa members are redeem
FRATERNITY CRESTS
the frat house in their spare time. I
I They are doing all of the work
PENNANTS
S. J. PETS
; themselves between classes and
GOLD and WHITE CREPE PAPER
durin- evenings, most of the work
consisting of painting floors and ’
c-leaning, sanding and
\
Mg floors and laying new carpet
on the stairways.

F.irrop.

tw

-A
icy!) TyfEwRial

1

serciee traternit) constructed this model
%It Mit FR-. OF A
eliapel and displaed it at last ear’s ( hapcl Rail. Res’s’
.1o, tor building the chapel on campus has hern made neressary
in building costs. (SI, *otOr) on page I).
-

( .1)14orfiii Spectacie kniazes
Iccupants of 1)S1) l louse
.ried colored phenomenon
- k greeted Delta Sigma Phi
1:51...iinity brothers when they
\ ’sited the room occupied by Lee
Duncan and Frank De Mayo at the
Nat house, 349 South 10th street.
Much to the dismay of the Delta
and Frank had paint. it
It of their room black, the
iiurple, and the ceiling a
-,d gold. The decoration.

seheidt-Broek
1\ etiding Plans
tonouneed

winch resembled
cross between
and Easter. egg and a Picasso
painting. resulted when Lee and
, Frank discovered they had varying
:opinions about the proposed decoration of their room.
After a somewhat heated discussion, according to -reports of their
’ fraternity brothers, the pair decided to czei separate wa.s.s in their
painling project. Duncan and De
Mayo were bombarded by protests
by other Delta Sirs
th,
house, when the colorful
!
first was IV% caled.
The two "artists" de fi inch id themselves with a shrug of the shoulders and the comment that the
decoration is both cont. mporar)
and modern in design.
Johnny Rogers of Oakliiy tool:
over duties as president of the
Delta Sigma Phi’s at the herinning
of the fall gwirter. He and othei
officers of the f rat are mak:II,:
plans for the second annual
Ball" to be held sometime towal ti
aceordinc
the end of the
hair to Glenn Brown, ;

FOR THE GAMES
OR FOR YOUR ROOM -.-

CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPANY
134 E. San Fernando

Sign on a dance hall:
Ile whi-s hu sitates isn 1 dancing

arker Preview for EV

-riingem at of Miss Jean rock to John Scheidt, Jr .
:reed at the home of Mr.
Jahn Scheidt of Moun\L" recently.
1,innette, a former S’an Jose
.1 student, is now reading in
with h(n. r,arezits while
as a dental assistant. Sire
iiaughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. man.
- Pmck of Oakland.
u. now as,nior Tnuir-t ’a
.,;;,,to.. at SJSC, ki a miialiei (Yr PrOiS ;Mend
S.,:rna Kappa.

SEE THE COMPLETE ARRAY 01141W
PARKER PENS YOUR 0IAE11 IS
FEATURING NOW AMERICA S PRIF1RRED
WRITIKG INSTRUMENTS, THEY RIFE
REAL PRIDE AND 1ASTING WRITING
PLEASURE. YOU’LL FIND A PARKER AT
ALMOST ANY PIKE YOU FAVOR.

.National Aleeting

hillif(ify //raft% 7.0
In ender to insure more aceur..1. A1111
r.-prirting et
cesss of sororities. traterni- .,ocl all other social groups,
iet staff of the Spartan
requests that the potlatch
bairinan of each group report
ihi societ
ilitor or to a sot t reporter on Mond.,
ot
1 week sertretirno between
I lo and :1:30 in the Spartan
iiffice,
so. lets
frets ttust ri-g, ..e.tael bets% en the Spar,
It.ots and tbe social groups
provide a cc-operant r and
-.tid
hiell
h
’1Wti,i;11 1., hoth tb. paper
ea ft.

Miss Mary Booth and Mrs. F.
Mann. S.1SC instructors, attended
Is Oa I Ona I convention of thi
5--upat lona I Tiv ,-a ps
:es:ow-alien which Met ;or several
a--’ Ii,. el September. Meeting:,
-The15OIV held at Wentwort
Sea. New Hampshire.
Both Miss Booth and Mrs. Maim
are from the occupational tnerarr.
department at San Jose State.
The cow.. at ion was caniposed of
delegates :mil doctors from (WM
S,.1.’t Or of Ile iountry. Representatives from Vebrans hospitals wer,prtwent.
The polar bear is an (-se( edin.:1.strong swimmer, having beep
knowns to (-miss a strait 40 miles

Kum Perko. "51"
’
Sputa,’

SAVE TIME AND MONEY

BOX LUNCHES
ASSORTED SANDWICHES
To Take Out

New Parker "St’. This world iawaittrid
1.4 rostra. tn
pr.% hos thc ACIT,iVC 4,<"
4,0,oef cod relating ,nboother.
iroie
iziivrs bigger, wisuite ink sppK.

135 E. San Antonio

. to It
515.0q. Au

t

regoktr site c, demi-size. 7 (Akin. Gotd.filififi,ops

IF,E, toe
swts, $29.75 op; pens, $1975 oP
rioloy coos Ow- F.E. ice, vet SW 75, pea, 513.50.

0.1 r-rn that may
tone to fEj‘1.1.0
sLis ta.ir all Park’’
tune widest w I.’,, ion of ‘sew Paes CI Pi..
Parker prcs,c,c% and sliding c.iisc a II riKdi straight
wilting for sou Item now. On. %eat sot,’ &ale.- today. Ilse
PatletfenCirttran,JAncs, ilic,V1 .I Is as I orruito.Can.
."
’vow Iiik.
P.S. "51- at
;
blotter ne...led Nte lire) ,ea use an) ini..
nosy da-is
a Ise

SAN JOSE BOX LUNCH

Stir,

tr(tilhik’.

I

he

I

Al

New Porket
at .

II

rt,

(Off 4th Street)
1,4.1nr. JO

OUR 20th YEAR OF SERVICE
TO SAN JOSE STATE STUDENTS

Plow Perkins. Prier writing to fit ft.., 1..../#.1. Metal asp.
*atop Smooth. Wert Plangeidqv pow. 4 (-Won. ha, $.1.00
F..6.
...Irak mad. 53.00.

Pl

krthreel..ti k
to,

Vow INN W rim Poet.. I..

Students To Meet
Student Y !mites lEntrineerinur
tr)
lliss Frost Tells of Summer
AllSiS StudliJ ents
Junket 10 Ilarana, Guatemala
irst Barbecue Yr,hril,-n
Friday. Sept

28. 1951

A speaker from the Food Mach- ! be held in the Student Union la
& Chemical corporation will ginning at 7:30 o’clock.
Refreshments will be served an
lbe present at tonight’s smoker for
einnn. el ni.e. students, to a movie shown.

’

TO

t and 1,
Palnies sa the Women’s Physical
Education department vacationed
sham.; an eiehteenata) cruise this
-,0111714./ They travelled to Havana
,srid Goa
..rt, h.-, thing to do for the
people Ail this,* countries," !stilted
Miss Fuse,t, "IS to send them it eouple of ramp counselors to teach
111.
!Mt -of AIWA’S
r(Aa,i1 to the interior
Id 5;0.0.111.11a, Its’ tWO women isisrh
nart51 V:1,1P,
.11
train It

ii

iria v..5.
..,. .5 , .5: which
he said was purchased with the
money from a quarter interest in
a skinning ticket.
Miss Frost said that the living
conditions of the people were terrible, especially in Havana In the
interior of Guatemala. Miss Frost
said, people WiTs p001% IMO t tivy
looked healthy and clean, partly
beCallSi they lived in the open and
ate plenty of fruits and sego -tables

it i44., that %V

s ii Fits

Ttisir

the Student Y will hold its fir-’
Iv-petal of the autumn quarter next
Wednesday evening at the John
(’rununey residence. Pat k and University avenues. A barbecue dinner. preceded by swimming and
games, is being planned according
to Bob Fossgreen, chairman.
Activities will begin at 5:31)
o’clock with the dinner followin
an hour later. All San Jose st,,
dents are invited to attend, mak,
new friends and become araniair
ed with Y functions. A charge will he made to cover
’Besides a large outdoor suit,
mine wall, Spartan students wi,.
find shuffle board, ping pong an.:
horseshoe equipment on hand 1,,
their enjoyment." Fossgreen say:
After dinner, movies of ?h.- Y
ski trip to Longbarn will be
and folk dancing will he lead
lir and Mrs. Carl Duncan. acti. Ms.:100’1S Or t he Spartan Spinner.

etude in

SAVE MONEY!
at the

STUDENT BOOK
EXCHANGE
A SERVICE PROJECT OF

iSti RA; IISM1

Tit Formulate
Banquet Hans

Member-. Itoport
4 :amp
4)11
1. fI
((I

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

Miss Doris Robinson of the Sa,
Slate College placement si:
lice is in charge of the dinner a,..
program arrangements for 11,,
West r n Institutional Teach.
Placement
association
bang II,
(let. 2.
The program, including a di.,
cussion of teacher selection
!rural areas, will be directed I,:
John Jones, placenient director
, California Poly! echnieal college.
1 tither topics on the program al,
:a talk on slate development
teacher placement and formulatio.
of plans for participation in IL
iiational conference, which is to he
held in San Francisco on 1..fecent-1
her f;-fi.
Miss Robinson and Dr. Vernon ,1
’.11.
iirs.Irnt then intro
iiiellette. new placement off ices
the committee chairman of
We have 500 niore students this at SJS, will represent the collet’.
41 tn ited es rr)fliie to quarter than we anticipated," said at the dinnf.r
’ I
tus
’’I the groups
Itr Irene Palmer, head of the
.
d committee brads wornins’
ile
/11 in
f
I
I
.,s
Ilia
iorini. sexual, I Sin partment Wednesday
10
1 akt*
l’eldirl.%
4,1111,
1111%!,,igsnary, Joanne GalFour
annimr.
iseCtons
sit
publiciljt Riehard Godshall,
and three bawling sections have
1si i.t.t lindens. !kakis, hi Iii.’ st u,
added to take rare iii t he
A workshop in general mathesb, Janet Hea’r membership and
new students.** Dr. Palmer stated matics for Santa Clara county seci
Miss Ardith Frost and Miss ondary school teachers is schedF:leatior Coombe mill handle four uled for San Jose college durith:
11);11.1:1111141411P% see! isms of camp counsehmt Last the fall quarter. The first session
ierni the P E department tiered of the workshop will be held at
only one section. Also addtil to the 7.10 ochirk TlieSday SAC:ling. 0e%Il
S allable
department Or Palmer said were tobsa- 2, in Room III sit the Adminail new freshman, teaehing majois istration building.
--I
gilig
Dr C. Richard Pt jrdy. of the coland
junior college transfer
..111IS h.. I or, o,t1 Istis111111: lip 41111
lege Mathematics department will
%%sI’s. 111%.11 to Sall teaching majors Al gym classes
conduct the workshop: Oates and
have been mei.
..1 in site
II
sit
hours of subsequent meetings will
lis.,11
l’il.1%
’A
11 He Pis’ los.141111
he decided upon at Tuesday’s sessir
.1
111,11,Is
dads .1011S unit.,11114.11
sion
t.
memli rs :5* sworn., s amp III catalina.
k/1,11AVi as I ..111111,i’. III, the Stql,
rt .
1,140111
to new and old
Iii. rids at the first mes tine of the
’one -late
’hi is t tan Fellou ship
:sesteidatj,
The tamp, sponsoied le, the
IsI national Inter- Vat’it
IIt he
for two weeks
1.1 I:
Prins -mat speaker at the ietieat
v..5, Iii
ViIltain latSor of ths
1.111,1’ soltiltial
LaSor us
I.., itcs’ssistk of translatins k
a wines
Besides
’
et. the iii1101", took ashaii,; .
.0 in - act is it
of the island
0.1 skittle, fishing.

PNV

Last day to pick up money or
unsold books Friday, October 6.

1’011 JAMES
hl S
.1 the
ROT(’ omit declared s.
that sacancies
esest in he
milit a ry police ads ance course.
I,. the Air Fors, flight operation
Emir...-, anal in Issghst iv.,
It
alight tss possibly. I
%aids
hat t Mr, Ars.
Ossol..nt on
campus oho flu:alit) for t "v.
cosill,.. :Ind 114,111 realize it. .%ny
mass % It h 11%4 ss
r% ’if HOT(’ at
another ...Meg,, or ts it h sine
year of :sense military writer
eliglish., h..

DON’T STAND IN LINE--Shop the fast way---

omen’s PE Dept.
1(I& Ncii Section

It’s Located at the

STUDENT UNION

Nlatli Course Here

1.011

I. 1111,1,1.11
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art deistu tment at San Jose
cssilsKs.. has iss,is selet. Is 4.1 as
algus tor the first
u, at the
’it the Thu tv and
tn. ’s
,as slated tot 110114049 littehartts Gal, at
l. IS ll ’,all NI ais II

DON’T DELAY --- ACT TODAY
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
BOOK EXCHANGE

liurrord hsv 1:ut
Four I. cur Course

a .t ream.
liars aid maN het
lined as jet plane Long the backbone of American college tradition,
Harvard is seriously considering
a proposal to cut its regular lour !war cow*e to three.

&era’?
-THE BEST SEASON
FOR FOOD IS HUNGER.

Th., thr,,..,,ar row,. ...id be

/he student
Instituted to Sat
time anti mime!. and could be put
into effect "without sact dicing anj
ethic:0101W 1114411%1’s
The shortened couise ssas suggested last Jalliali,N by Janies B.
Cimant. president of the colleee.
and would be modeled after the aceelerated prow sins ashqsted Iu
many colleges during \A’orld

FOR DRINK. THIRST"
Cicero
Score one for Soc. lie’s absolutely right
... thirst knows no season. That’s why
anytime is the right time for Coke.

lIaV%

\lore than Inn varieties of dates
rtosk near Medina, Saudi Arabia,
Study sa the Selvnet
s. rood only to Mecca As a sacred
cm, of the Moslem world
eggs is called oology

4,1

bird

There’s
Something New In Mountain View
Italian Foods
Spaghetti
----Ravioli

-z4-7

ROCKY’S PIZZERIA
919 El Camlito Real

YOrkshire 7-5314

Al.1114011ITY 01, THE COCA,C0tA COAPAntf SY
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RemodelingDelars Orientation Class

Iliflel To Observe "rechnical student ,Friday,

Dean Stanley C. Beni cancelled I that the auditorium will be opened
yesterday’s first scheduled meet -1 for
use on Wednesday.
Jewish Holv- Days
mg of the Freshman Orientation
conrse because the remodeling
reode ling of I He explained, however,
!fillet members at San Jose Stale
the auditorium has not 5 II em- there is *till additional
!acted. he said,
to be done, the floor to be ref in- college will take part in the first
NOW Year observance ot the Je%%-_
The first rum! mg ot the I Mc,- ished and the curtains and
drapes ish high holy days which begni
a -week course %%ill take place next
Sunday night at 7 o’clock in TernThursday at 11:30 o’clock in the to be hung.
Nlyri lc and L’niverMr. Bollinger said that the con- Ph’
Morris Dailey auditorium, the
)ean 01 Men announced.
struction on the stage almost is sItY a".flues.
The Knai Krith
FoundaMeanwhile,, Mr. Byron Bollinger, completed while he doubted if the : lion,
student center. under ConnI.
superintendent ot I.: ii
side drapes could be hung before ’selor Chester M.
Zell, is arranging
. :id grounds, revealed yesterday the scheduled opening NVednesdi* for the
Spartans part trip:. t ill

Sept. 28. 1951

Page Nina

riculum have been lowered.
cutting the number of
this quarter shows a drop of 135 who ordinarily
!
tako technical
frontear at’O. ;1(1.11111W to
i. ill 01 1..t. I !J

I

.

nie k 1
\
dents registered in
courses for ,h,’ fall quart

LOOK FOR
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
BOOK EXCHANGE in
STUDENT UNION

’1. "t
at tr"":’’
t h e fact that c
ment shw t he

now to tax ourselves into
a gasoline shortage
1.

If this country continues to grow in the next
10 years as it has since 1940, the American people
are going to require tigall’ons of petroleum products in 1960 for every 5 gallons they use today.

+23%

&spline
Stove eil
Diesel
Fuel oil
Acpho;ts
luve, e’c

46% 1

40%

15%

14%
34%

Gasnke

.......

26%
13%

Asphalts
f’ Lubtoils,ett

1950
1960
WEST COAST PETROLEUM PRODUCTS REQUIREMENTS

2.

In addition to this 23% increase in the
amount of petroleum products, the people in
Union Oil’s marketing territory will need a different proportion of petroleum products in 1960
- principally less fuel oil and more gasoline. That
means Union Oil is going to have to build additional refining facilities.

-----Th ..---, - --/."...’:.T ,,I,

- -- -"ni

.

-___
..

011..

IIV

3. With our present facilities, we can’t get
a
.,1(i of gasoline from each barrel of crude
we pi ..cess (see chart). If we were forced to process enough crude today to meet the public’s 1960
need for gasoline, we’d have a tremendous surplus of fuel oil.

TI,
S. Consequently, we have laid out a 880.1)00.1)00

refinery improvement program that will increase
our yield of gasoline to a point where it will meet
your 1980 requirements. Construction on the first
stage began in March. Hopefully, we’ll have the
new facilities completed by 1955. But whether
we can or not depends on how much money we
east retain after paying taxes.

IV
Le.

6. Traditionally,

.out MK of our American off
es;
ion has been financed out of
print-. As long as corporation taxes don’t get
completely confiscatory this expansion can continue. But if we tax away substantially all profits
it will have to stop. That’s why we say it is literally possible for this country to tax itself into a
gasoline shiirtage.

UNION OIL COMPANY
The reason for this is that you can’t turn
tile products of a refinery on and off with a spigot.
1.’or every barrel of gasoline you make with a
given se of facilities. you get a certain amount
of fuel oil and other products along with it.

4.

Of
INCORPORATED

C,11.110RINVIL
IN

CALIPOONIA,

OCTOBER

IP,

is..

This series. sponsored by the people of Vretort Oil Company, is dedicated to c
duo-fission of how and why American business functions. We hope you’ll feat
free to send in any suggestions or criticisms you hare to offer. Write As
President. I nion Oil CAMPO n tfaion Oil h’uild ing, Los A ’vele, 17, Cakfornia.
Manufacturer. of Itioni Trlie.n. ihe ’inventing purple molar all.

Friday. Sept. 2R.
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Charles Fituerald

LER
LTR
LGR

Inn
orm Nlannogian
Ron G.irni-r
Jack Bonetti
hiek Broderick
Bill itIcColl
1;ary K4 rkorow
larr
Ron Cook
Rob Ntrycr,

Rob Fox

Vern Va:tercamp
TIm Culfe
Clar?nce Orr
Jack Adams
Ray Poznekotf
Lynn Aplanalp
Zibby Mendonsa

RGL
RTL
REL
1.11R
RHL

Bob Osborn..

10-s

If you like QUALITY . . .
you II find it in ow to. Worst proud of
becauso
esery Oloca of fabric we Iere
.
lb.tost
end oat twklis fire tow.
BUY WITH CONiFiC/ENCf AT

BY TI-Ic Vfl RD LICA

VERN VALLERCAMP, Guard

San Jose State Coltege

1.01.1e

AT RIGHT guard
tor this’ Spartans. tomorrow afternoon still be Vern Vatter.
,..TAKTINI:

sr.

Open Thursdays -is 9 p.m.
153 S. FIRST ST.
CY 2-7522

FUN, TOO!

No tricks! No gimmicks! Takes no timeno special talent! You can make $25.
Just write a simple four -line jingle based on the fact that

ANY OTHER CIGARETTE !
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For

your jingle is selected for possible use
in Lucky Strike advertising, we will
pay you VS for the right to use it and
your name in our advertising. Lucky
Strike jingles will soon be ’running Sn
your impel- Start todaysend in as
many jingles as you like. Be the first
to Wi tie a jingle in youi school!
134 E. !
Phon,

too
and Ake

each ctass
illolove just what I like taste
I do
the better
Str’ikel
- enjoy
a Lucky
good
04

RICO TI411.11 SIMPLI INSTRUCTIONS
ie
Lilt tingle
LA! ist r-rtr.ite
i And send
plain piece of paper or pos.
t Ilsrp G.. i.5. hi. P 0 IL, ti;, New
York Sts, N Y Be iire that your name,
trldres., collrge and tlass are includedand
that lb.’,are legible.

S*111

2. RAW vino ’male !in the fart that Larckies
taste bettor then ally other cigaref ror
on any of the Alternate themes bet -no.

SAINTE CLAIRE
BARBER SHOP
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Write a Lucky Strike jingle, like those
fact that Lucktes taste better than any

till

Welcom- each,
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bs Vissidonsia it III ....plain
Jose Male r.oblen Raiders
toroorrott Afternoon agAinst
’stantord in Pado 11tro.
1 he derision ramp after a
sote taken late yesterday
tolinst ing a spirited, sharp prat -111v ..s..n.
linebacker,
Kondelie. st. hit
hail, from 511 nt., H./.011 1 he rug
gett tie.) pounder has hi i n a
Npart.en mainstay the past IN.
t1111,.
1 scooter tip. runner tura.
ilonsa hi. burn Iiiiivewd one of
the best barki. pound tor pound,
Itionven
on the
311.1
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i turnout of 20.000 or more.
the setting is much the same as in the past, since the
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Ir.1,.1
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I ( .11
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kayo a Stanford team ir, eight games of a series dating
San Jose State’s Golden Raiders charge into Indian
row, for their annual battle. Kickoff time is 2 o’clock

re.
t.

T
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3. Every, student of any college. university ar
.11001 may s 110,’,.

post grid

To make money writing rustles, it is not
essential to haw your jingle on "Luckies taste
better than any other cigarette You may
I,..,.’ a !Ingle on outset outstanding qualities of
Luckier, such as the following:

121 I

IS MF T.
Eorky Strike Means Fine Tobacco
Be HappyGo Liiiky’
Si, !YMCA, al firm, so fully pocked
So free and easy int the draw
Buy Luckses by lb. carton
Luckies give you deep ,down stroking enjoyment
Luck., LI !he world’s best
de cigarette.

1

SAitiTt. CsArR
11.1..ta.

’ed Made, Barba.. of

L.S. M. F. T- Lucky Strike Means Fin-e- Tobacco

(
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11.111116 %chances
To Third Round
Of State Tourno

vir KEITH

SAN JOSE STATE CENTER

MURDER./
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HIS EXCELLENT DOWNFIELD
13LOCKINO 14 MEAN AND
VICIOUS NIS LINESACKING
THE SAME.’

1: s th ,’ninth meeting for Sat.
State college and Stanton:
torn, row at the Indian stampiny

;To-,

bow 5CWROZPIL

it.

Winter, Perry Assist Bronzan
As Backfield, Line Coaches
Serving as assistants to Coach graduating from SJS in 1947 he
Bob Bronzan this season are Lloyd became an aide at Campbell high!
(Bud) Winter. backfield mentor.
with , school. In 1949 he moved up to the ,1
and Bill Perry who will work
headd
coach job
at Campbell
n
a
the Spartan linemen. Both men ,
held similar positions last season, tutored the SCVAL squad to one
Winter, a graduate of the Uni4oL its top seasons, winning five
versity of California in 1933, camel and losine
to Washington Square in 1941 and
in addition to serving as backfield
coach for two seasons has steered
five Spartan track teams to CCA A
championships.
Before coming to San Jo.. .r
college, Winter coached I,
iron sport at Watson ii,
school and Salinas junior coil During his seven.year stay in M.,!:
terry county his teams captured
six championships and lost but
three games.
BillPerry has had a brief but
meteoric coaching career. After

(Non-alcoholic Wild root contains Lanolin
Relies es dryness. Remo., es loose dandruli
Helps you pass the linger -nail test ) Nose
Sheedy has more girls than the Sheep of Araby
Get this ba.a-argain at any drug or toilet good,
counter today! You won’t get ileeced.
*el

32- Boorreseghs Dr.. Soryder, N. Y.

Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11N Y.

Alterations

Buttonholes

Tailoring
Refitting

Laundry Service

BERNICE’S CLEANERS
134 E. San Salvador or 4th

(formerly Portole Agency I
(ill A Wiliam

Phone CYpress 4-1987

GORDON’S SPORT SHOP
Across from Cal. Book Co.
SINCE 1933

Your Headquarters for
STATE- JACKETS

park than I..;
’ME A SORE Ell STANCE

CLOCKS SPEED
TWO PUSHAILITTON STOPWATCH
SINIRP SECOND HAND
UNSREAKAILS CRYsTA(
SHOCK RESISTANT
RADIANT DIAL
REGULAR WRIST WATCH
/roe Inotut
E.,’ Wok.

Highest Quality Cleaning

1

55LIP
rSheedy.was in ba-a-ad shape everybody lamb-basted him about
his messy Lair! ’ You’ll get no sheepskin,- the Dean stud. Somebody’s
pulled .he wool ever your eyes. Better comb it ba-a-ack with Wildroot
Cream -Oil!" Then Paul herd about a special Wildroot 2 -in -I bargain: 2
regular 29 bottles, a Mk salue, for only 390 the sheepest price ever’

BRAND NEW -PRECISION MADE
SWISS STOPfCHRONOGRAPN WRIST WATCH

For Clothing Needs . . .

121 E. San Fernando

Williams pointed out that a club
made up of the best of t h, fall
crop would inter the San 3c-se
’inter league as an independent
team under sponsorship of McCune
Citrus compan). ’Th., league will
!!t. up a prospective team for next begin the second week of October.
oing’s campaign. The squad will, ht. ’added. and will N. a
}OW’ time, a week.
\
aide in

A sign-up of 44 playrrs greeted
Coach Walt Williams for fall base-,
iII practice this week at Muniet, if stadium. Williams indicated the.
: .11 session is two-told in extent..
.rst. to take advantage of the
sid Wt.:1111cl% and, secondly. to

Oh

3101101)01i.7.5e .

Ancient Paris, often the target
of invasion, was captured and
;,!ndered several times by the
Vikings, says the National Geo, phic Society.

Fall Baseball Practice Begins

THAT 6UY
JUST PLAIN

India ft N

,-r the years, a Spartan team
1:a, !lever triumphed over an Indian aggregation.
1, all got started hack at the
torn over the century in 1900. San
Jose Stat., and Stanford squared
off twice that year with the Red
men taking both in routs, 35-0 and
i1.t.
Thirty-three seasons passed he far.’ the series was resumed in
1933. For the next three years
:err nford continued its annual
whitewashing with the following
scores: 1933, 27-0; 1934. 48-0; and
193), 35-0.
Then another lull, this time until 1918. San Jose State came within six points, losing 26-20.
In
’19 Stanford prevailed. 49-0, while
loll it was a 33-16 Indian win.
B.e. score: Stanford 8, San Jose
St,,,, 0.

Page Eleven

J. Paid "’meth* S%iiehed to 11ildroot Cream -Oil
and Made Bin as in on 2 -in -1 Sale

Bariteau, a member of the
I
Srratans ’1948 National Intercolgolf titlists, fell by the
I 4._
.,1. in yesterday’s play to Bob
-: h, Daly City, 4 and 3. Wed S.
George Bruno. Northern
collegiate winner in
,
re bile at San Jose State, lost
-It,
ii 1 verdict to Warner Ken Monterey.
Ias first round match 20had to put on a
II
is-? 7.10, hole rally to whip Frank
Los Angeles, 3 and 2. Ken
wen six of the final eight holes
’ailing two down at the end

nIt.

LS.
PEPPER BOY OF T44E
SPARTAN SQUAD
DRAFT R101414 ARE
ALREADY ACQUIRED

SY THE 49ERC

V.:di-dial Ken Ventuil, San
s !One hope in the Califorrii.,
F;
Amateur golf championship
s. ,
:Tile Beach in Monterey, fire,:
.,. ay into the third round of tli,
base with a 4 and 3 victor:.
Bill Donovan of L’os Angeles,
cr.
1110y.
Nnrthern California Intercc., ...rate golf champion, now in
-olihomore year at SJS, meetGalios, Monterey, in to
(;.
over the par-72 ocean

.tiluninr(1

Friday; Sept. 28. 19:11

TNE 6’3", 230

GYM SHOES

ROOTER’S CAPS

SWIM

COMBINATION LOCKS

TENNIS RACKETS

CAPS

1111,1,

11111LONOOT
U181-*IIAMIAMII-011. :
1110 IONIC

MU§ TONIC

Friday. Sept. 28, 1951
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Staff Grid Selections
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-Second Ctieses
by JIM DOWNS
SJs Lsortni: coach. V.
t.,;ir, tat camptc. t. Is,
hill, a tels;:t an: yg sterday which read: "11’avir,
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Cal -Penn
UCLA -Ill.
USC-SD Navy
, USF-Idaho
Wisc.-11,1am..
Mich. -Mich. St.
190 -I’s-Browns

circulated armind town that Churl:
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::.,mv..11.,1,1 iii th nation. was -in- at Michigan
Anil v hen he failed to shot.% in town earl.
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Game
(.70P-Loyola
SC-WSC
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.1%.:1‘41111101.4/1
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it, 1A’y a t t, ’fiat k Cs tach I:ud Wintcr’s arc high
.At’,..pote.g.rial trip to England today.
ii ord ii. Na. N( ’AA championship meet at Seattle
It tit sit 0. It 7 in He gqual11 this height twice in
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.
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.111,1 I ree .
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1,4
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Hall of Flo; ida who whipjled
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tesll re
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Iot to, f:aoi,. hmatiall team last Saturday
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,
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imeite today As expecteal. he throws t:
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Down%
COP
WSC
Stan.
Cal
UCLA
USC
USF
Wisc.
Mich.
Browns

Hurlbert
COP
WSC
Stan.
Cal
III.
USC
USF
Wisc.
Mich. St.
Browns

Rutherford
Loyola
WSC
Stan.
Cal
UCLA
USC
L’SF
Marg.
Ntich. St.
49ers

114./41s
C I
WSC
Stan.
Cal

Ill.
SDNav)
USF
Wisc.
Mich. St
Brum,-

Into the cistern tiny Willie
There are to me two kinds 01
guys, and only two, that I despise
Pushed his baby sister. Lily.
really like to slan
Mama couldn’t find her daughter. I The first
Now we sterilize our water.
1the one who copies my exam

114411111

ikaiiit the best hump schedule it it rraterialaes
51Si ’.1 11
into town uith two national champs
tlbl,a, k it I I.. It... and eliluic Spieser at 175 lbs. These two
’’I Miettran !--:t-stst to the N(’AA team title last year
The
’44 it 141.I. fi Ity Neil Ofstlitin. NCAA Ilrelb. champ
.41,114 4 !
nal row split -decision verdicts tour SJSs
it Idaho-% Crank Eithei.arria last year to cop the title.
t smit mat Vett. t.plait, are wino’, this year I ’neasy is the crown
ot.I IF 1,111,1. noggin
:

Borehert
COP
WSC
Stan.
Penn
UCLA
SDNavy
USF
Wisc.
Mich. St.
Browns

AITER RUMORED to be in
rolled at Michigan Slate college.
Chuck .1alking4 arri4ed in San
).-’.t.-rdas from his home in
Gary, Indiana. As a freshman
last year. Chuck defeated M ashIngton State. Es Conies in an
exhibition match. Conley went
on to win the NCAA championship at 13:. lbs. and was named
the outstanding college boxer sit
the sear. As a freshman. Adkins was ineligible for ’marsh)
competition. The Indiana outh
won the National AAll lightweight title in 1949 at the age
of 17. .% year before, he had
hosed in the Olympic trials.
Chuck also has run the 199 -yard
data’ In 9.9 seconds.

Complete Shoe Repair Service
While You Wait

-N.

Shoe Repair Prices
Too High?

MASTER
COBBLER

Compare Ours

16 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.

CHESTERF1ELD-LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA’S COLLEGES
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MILDNESS
NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE
...AND ONLY CHESTERFIELD HAS IT!
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